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Message froM tHe DireCtor general

it gives me great pleasure to introduce and present to you our annual sustainability Report for 
the year 2010. i am glad to share that reception to our published dedicated report last year has 
been very encouraging. We have received very positive responses as well as suggestions for im-
provements which have guided us in continuing implementation of corporate practices that create 
sustainable value for our stakeholders. 

corporate social Responsibility (csR) is gaining more acceptance in the region and we are now 
finding more and more businesses supporting the principle of responsibility. i believe that design-
ing corporate strategy in a responsible way is vital for ongoing success and we therefore integrate 
csR into our strategy and activities on a regular basis. We are fully committed to sustaining our 
efforts, elevating our standards and practices and exploring innovative ways to reach new levels of 

excellence in csR. Dubai customs commitment to sustainable business practices is a reflection of our values, our corporate culture 
and the way we choose to conduct ourselves. it is by all means a long term commitment; a management approach that is embedded 
in our business model and an ongoing affirmation of our responsibilities as corporate citizens towards our stakeholders. 

We recognise that during these difficult times, the larger community has pressing needs and requires our support more than ever. 
csR is an integral part of our vision and mission and during this economic recession, we remain steadfast in our csR efforts for the 
long- term sustainability of our business. in fact, this crisis has provided us with the challenge to stretch our resources more creatively, 
so that our efforts will create a larger and more positive csR impact on our business and community. internally, we had focused and 
taken greater steps to review plans, programs and activities of the csR division to be in alignment with the broader organizational as 
well as national strategic objectives. this way, we have tried to better integrate csR within the business processes, enhance our current 
capabilities and facilitate the planning of csR initiatives and targets for sustainability.

in the marketplace, we continued to implement sound and ethical business practices that are helping lay a strong foundation for us as 
we continue to be a world class custom’s organization. on the community-front, we are making good headway in our efforts to enrich 
the communities we operate in. our workplace initiatives saw us substantially increase our investment in training and development 
activities as well as providing our employees with the opportunity to develop their full potential. through measures like the Working 
mothers award, we are continuing to offer diverse and balanced work-life opportunities for our employees. We are also continuing to 
make good progress in the way of environmental sustainability through undertaking environmental conservation initiatives and good 
recycling practices, all of which are delivering real cost savings and reducing the impact of our operations on the environment.

as we reflect on 2010 achievements and 2011 priorities, i would like to special thanks our employees at all levels who have partici-
pated and contributed in achieving these landmarks. i would also like to thank all our stakeholders, from our clients to our suppliers, 
our partners and our peers, communities, and beyond. We very much look forward to continuing to strengthen our relationships with 
you as we move into 2011. We also hope you find this report to be a useful summary of our overall progress, and we welcome your 
feedback on how we can better capture our performance and those aspects of our performance that are most important to you.

ahmad butti ahmad
Director general – Dubai Customs
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inception and Development

Dubai customs is one of the ancient government depart-
ments, known as “al Furdha (taxes on all imported goods). 
as it became firmly established, Dubai customs was called 
"the mother of Government Departments” particularly be-
cause some of the other departments were based at the 
customs old building and financed by the revenue col-
lected by customs. Dubai customs, over its long history, 
which extends over one hundred years, passed through 
many stages.

in the era of the Late sheikh Rashid bin said al maktoum 
Ruler of Dubai, Dubai customs started to adopt an institu-
tional direction. the first floor of the customs old building 
was used by the Ruler of Dubai as his official office reflect-
ing the critical role of customs and its position in Dubai, 
which was renowned for its trade and traders. Keeping 
pace with the building and corporate development, Dubai 
custom’s gained a regional and international reputation.
by virtue of its advanced infrastructure and state of the 
art management facilities and services, Dubai became a 
destination of choice for investors and businessmen. on 1 april 2001, Dubai customs 
entered a new stage.

when the Late sheikh maktoum bin Rashid al maktoum, Ruler of Dubai issued Law No. 
(1) of 2001 establishing the Ports, customs and Free Zone corporation i.e. merger of 
Dubai customs, Dubai Ports and Free Zone authorities. Later, as being a part of a major 
corporation contributing to Dubai’s economy, Dubai customs started to reconcile its new 
organizational position. to do so, a comprehensive review to its structures and operations 
was conducted. 

a detailed report identifying areas of weakness and strength was produced. the report 
was a start-up point for reconsidering the organizational strategy, objectives, processes 
and procedures. a new strategy, organization structure and Reform and modernization 
Program complying with Dubai Vision, expectations and future plans have been devel-
oped to achieve Dubai custom’s vision as a leading customs administration in the world 
and meet its general objectives.

about Dubai customs
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Core 
VaLuEs
in the quest towards our strategic vision and the 
achievement of our mission, we shall always be guided
by our shared values:

Customers and stakeholders: 
our ambassadors for our business.

staff: 
our real investment.

supportiveness: 
a creative and distinguished work environment.

forward thinking: 
creativity for improvement and development.

our strategiC 

goals
Play a major part in the economic & social 
development of Dubai
adopt & share best practice business processes 
and systems
Provide best human and technological resources
improve customer satisfaction & loyalty

our Vision

to be the leading customs administration in the world support-
ing legitimate trade.

our Mission
Protecting the society and sustaining economic development 
through compliance and facilitation.

•

•

•
•
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Dubai customs today

Dubai customs “Dc” is a Government body that facilitates free trade and helps secure the integrity of Dubai’s borders. We aim to be 
a world leader in customs administration through innovative and proactive services to our clients. We recognize the importance of our 
role in the trade supply chain and endeavour to intervene in the flow of goods and passengers only when considered necessary. col-
lecting customs revenue and administering trade measures are other major duties. 
Dubai customs supports fair trade practices by identifying and addressing non-compliance with the common customs law of the Gcc. 
our responsibility extends to the people and businesses of Dubai, and international agencies like Wto and Wco. We ensure that 
international conventions and agreements are strictly followed by the trade community.
as a partner in Dubai Government’s development initiatives, we take a leadership position and establish working relationships with our 
clients to ensure the best possible level of service consistent with our regulatory responsibilities. meanwhile, clients have access to all 
information they require in order to comply 
with customs’ requirements. We believe in 
integrating innovation and technology into 
our activities to keep pace with the times. 
E-Governance initiatives and information 
networks are being implemented to mini-
mize hassle and manage risks. 
Dc has a total work force of approximately 
2,864 employees who are functionally di-
vided into 6 Divisions. We have a network 
of 24 offices / centers across the Emirates 
to serve our customers. a detailed organi-
zation structure in the following pages ex-
plains the working arrangement.
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goal Key strategic areas Description (success factor, indicator & targets)
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to achieve efficient financial 

performance

100% annual coverage of expenses from indirect income

95% annual realization of forecasted budget

5% rationalization of expenditure in 2011

to drive investment & develop 

resources to new levels

15% annual growth of income: 15% direct customs charges & 

15% indirect charges

100% annual collection of customs duties

10% annual increase of Roi

5% increase in market share in 2011

to contribute to the protection of the 

environment & the civil community 

from dangerous & hazardous goods

increase surveillance of passengers, goods & transit vehicles' activities crossing 100 

the emirates borders by 5% by 2011

Review & update 35% of Dc's laws, legislations & lists of activities in 2011, with 

specific focus on customs affairs & duties

increase the reinforcement of coordination & partnership strengthening with parties 

involved in security, catastrophes  & terrorism, in addition to 100% need  fulfilment

increase the safety assurance levels for all residents, employees & visitors of Dubai 

by 25% in the year 2011

increase support of international efforts in the fields of anti-terrorism & needs 

fulfilment by 100% annually

to contribute to the development of 

the civil community

Develop & implement 6 investment projects of innovative social and charitable 

nature in 2011
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to achieve a distinguished level of 

stakeholders' satisfaction

Ensure the achievement of a high customer satisfaction rate of 85% by the end of 

2011

achieve a strategic partners' satisfaction rate of 80% in 2011

continue to increase the suppliers satisfaction rate to reach 85% in 2011

increase the community satisfaction rate to reach 85% by the end of 2011

Resolve 95% of complaints per annum on-time

Dubai customs strategic objectives
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goal Key strategic areas Description (success factor, indicator & targets)
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to develop meaningful relationships 

with all client categories & strategic 

partners

achieve an 85% completion rate of Dc's annual projects (common projects with 

strategic partners & internal projects)

maintain a 90% annual interpolation of partners’ needs and customers' 

requirements

increase partnership development initiatives/programs to reach 15 initiative/

program] in 2011

to instil the institutional reputation 

awareness among all stakeholders 

and educate

them about Dubai customs' role

increase advertisement and commercial & awareness events by 10% in 2011

increase awareness on the importance of Dc's role in protecting the local 

community & the environment by 10% in 2011
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to upgrade primary operations 
standards

Ensure that the organizational units which apply integrated and sustainable 
administrative regulations increase to 80% by the end of the year 2011

increase services/ operations coherent with quality standards to 80% by the end of 
the year 2011

Develop & simplify 70% of Dc's operations every 2 years

to develop & improve the 
effectiveness of services

Execute no less than 95% of Dc's annual transactions on-time

introduce no less than 20 new services by the end of the year 2011

100% yearly development/ maintenance of Dc's buildings & facilities

to instil the strategic thinking & 
corporate governance ideologies

Develop/ re-structure Dc's organizational chart by 100% once every 2 years

instil the strategic thinking ideology & raise the level of practice & understanding to 
90% by the end of the year 2011

increase the equality, impartiality, accuracy and clarity of investigations and 
provisions to reach 90% by the end of the year 2011

to reinforce the concepts of 
excellence derived from the Dubai 
Government Excellence Program & 
from best practices

Raise the level of compliance with the requirements and standards of governmental 
excellence (excellent department, excellent organizational unit, excellent 
e-department) to 65% by the end of the year 2011

Ensure the proper & beneficial usage of at least 3 best practice studies per year
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goal Key strategic areas Description (success factor, indicator & targets)
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to develop & build the capabilities of 
the human resources

Emiratize 82% of posts by the end of the year 2011

continue to realize an annual average of 48 training hours per employee

Fill 85% of job vacancies per annum

to motivate human resources & 
reinforce job satisfaction

instil & increase employees' contribution to the development of the business by no 
less than 5% per annum

Focus on raising the human resources' satisfaction rate to reach 80% by the year 
2011

Encourage the increase of the implemented meaningful suggestions to 10% per 
annum

to introduce technology & modern 
systems

Ensure & make available for usage 80% of the knowledge and information sources 
to all stakeholders by the end of the year 2011

transform governmental services to become 100% electronic by the year 2011

increase the demand for electronic services by 50% by the end of the year 2011

achieve an electronic services rating of 80% by the end of the year 2011

adopt no less than 15 modern technologies by the end of the year 2011

Dubai customs has grown from strength to strength & reaffirmed its position as one of the leading customs organizations globally. 
our unwavering focus on trade, facilitation, community, economy and environmental performance is helping guide our services in 
our quest to become an icon in the business. Going along with the Dubai Government’s general directions, social Responsibility and 
sustainability has become a core value in Dubai customs. in addition to collecting customs revenues and helping apply measures 
that promote fair trade practices, our main role in Dubai customs is to facilitate trade and the movement of people across our borders 
while protecting sovereignty. We firmly believe that incorporating innovation and technology into our activities and operations is the best 
means of keeping up with this fast-paced world. Not only do we seek to develop customs processes, procedures and technology, but 
also and most importantly qualify its people to meet future challenges.

as we pursue our vision of being a leading customs administration in the world supporting legitimate trade, Dubai customs is 
committed to implementing responsible and sustainable corporate practices that maintain the equilibrium between the organization’s 
bottom-line performance and our economic, social and environmental performance. to this end, Dc has fully embraced good corpo-
rate responsibility (cR) practices in the areas of stakeholder Engagement, the community, Workplace, marketplace and Environment. 

customs
a responsible sustainable business
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Every business decision that we make pertaining to growth and profitability is consistent with our social and environmental goals for 
sustainability. in delivering responsible, sustainable growth and positive outcomes to all our stakeholders, we continue to leverage on 
our corporate Values which are deeply embedded within our work culture and business practices. Dc’s Values advocate that our peo-
ple inculcate a passion for winning; that we exhibit a genuine respect and value for people, society and diversity; that we act with the 
utmost integrity; and that we celebrate our efforts.

For Dubai customs, corporate social Responsibility (csR) means going beyond our core function of law and order to carry out 
initiatives and activities for the society's benefit. besides keeping our country safe and secure, we are constantly encouraged to help 
contribute further to our society and environment. our commitment to csR is demonstrated and continuously improved by emphasiz-
ing the importance of values, business ethics and good working conditions for sustainable growth. our overall mission is to contribute 
to Dubai’s social and Economic development, adopt best practices, contribute to technology and Human Resources and above all 
customers and stakeholders satisfaction and loyalty. our involvement in csR projects, initiatives and activities contribute to the crea-
tion of jobs and income, improvement of corporate governance, sound environmental and social performance, and development of 
the local communities

the following sets forth the names of the organization’s Executive Directors:

Mr. yousef al sahlawi
senior Executive Director, corporate affairs 

Mr. fahad Hamad bin fahad
Executive Director, HR, Finance and administration

Mr. Mohammad Matar al Marri
Executive Director, cargo operations

Mr. ahmed Mahboob Musabih
Executive Director, customer management

Mr. Juma al ghaith
Executive Director, customs Development

Mrs. feryal tawakul
Executive Director community affairs & Government Relations

adhering to the highest standards of good corporate governance combined with continuous pursuit of management excellence is 
essential for continued business success and growth. Dc corporate governance is overseen by its Executive management under the 
auspicious command of the Director General. the roles and responsibilities of the Director General and the Executive management are 

corporate governance
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first and foremost governed by the laws of Dubai Govern-
ment and the Executive council, with the general task 
being to oversee the overall strategic direction of Dubai 
customs, set the general policies and plans for the or-
ganization and ensure its implementation, and supervise 
the organization’s management. 

the Executive management firmly supports Dc’s ef-
forts to adopt sustainability management, recognizing the 
expected performance and reputation benefits alongside 
the overall positive impacts for society. to ensure sus-
tainability issues become integrated into the governance 
structure and decision-making, Dc has a dedicated 
sustainability team headed by an Executive Director re-
sponsible for this important task of overseeing economic, 
environmental and social impacts. the Executive man-
agement is regularly informed about the performance of 
the csR Division against set targets and programs.

the efficiency and effectiveness of sustainable de-
velopment at Dc is reviewed on a regular basis by the 
Leadership committee in conjunction with the corpo-
rate Risk and audit function. based on quantitative and 
qualitative analyses and reporting of all risks associated 
with various functions, the management regularly de-
fines the frame and the main targets for further steps in 
sustainable development. Line management at all levels 
sets specific and quantifiable targets for implementation 
and achievement of these goals, which also become part 
of the individual targets. application of and adherence 
to external guidelines, declarations, and standards are 
important to Dc and guide good governance and sus-
tainability. of special importance are the united Nations 
universal Declaration of Human Rights and its Pro-
tocols as well as the iLo Declaration on Fundamental 
Principles and Rights at Work. as a signatory member 
of the World customs organizations and related institu-
tions of the united Nations, Dc is fully committed to its 
principles in the areas of human rights, labour, environ-
ment, and anticorruption. the implementation of certi-
fied management systems according to iso 9001, iso 
14001, and oHsas 18001 is an effective way to sustain 
the continuous improvement of processes and products. 
these systems are audited on a regular basis by external 
organizations as well as internal quality officers.

Highlights of Dubai Customs Corporate 
governance Manual

objectives
to guarantee achieving the organization’s strategic goals
effectively through:
• Clarifing and simplifing decision making and addressing 
responsibilities & processes through applying clear rules and 
policies.
• Improving service quality and related performance mentoring.
• Enhancing the quality of DC’s internal systems in order to reach 
 best results.
• Applying fairness and transparency

references
• Dubai Strategic Plan 2007-2011
• Dubai Excellency Program for Governmental Performance

boundaries and protocol
• Dubai Government Laws
• Customs Policies and Legislation
• United Association for Customs Laws
• Dubai Government HR Law
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Changes in the organization 
structure During 2010
there was only one significant change during the reporting period 
(2010) where the customs Declaration management department 
was moved from cargo operations Division to the customer man-
agement Division.

Management’s approach
focus on the economy
our business strategy is designed to maximize trade and benefits 
to our stakeholders through facilitation and service excellence in 
a responsible manner. in addition, our federal structure allows 
us to directly contribute economic gain to local communities by 
controlling illegal goods and securing trade at the borders. Dc 
also partners with local, regional and global NGos to expand its 
reach through social investment that contribute to empowering 
communities and improving the living conditions of underprivi-
leged areas both nationally as well as internationally. We also hold 
the belief that maintaining our carbon footprint and mitigating 

our negative impact through energy conservation, recycling and 
waste management is a strategy supporting the regional and glo-
bal economy.

focus on the environment
Dc seeks new and innovative methods to act responsibly towards 
the environment. We continuously upgrade and adopt new pro-
grams to achieve our goals of becoming a carbon neutral organi-
zation through the following initiatives:

Encouraging paper usage management through reducing, • 
reusing and recycling.
incorporating environmentally friendly technologies to ensure • 
energy conservation and waste management.
adopting measures and inculcating a culture to promote re-• 
cycling and re-use.

Dubai customs
organiZation struCture

Director general

Internal Affairs

Audit & Risk Management

Strategy & Excellence

Corporate Communication

Customs
Development

Cargo
Operations

Passenger
Operations

Customer
Management

HR, Finance & 
Administration 

Policy &
Legislation

Community
Affairs & Govt
Partnership

Corporate Affairs
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focus on Community  
and society
as an active member of the commu-
nity, Dc believes in contributing to the 
development of local communities 
to which we belong to. We consider 
social investments to be business in-
vestments for the future. although the 
implementation of social activities in-
volves time, effort and resources yet 
we have realized that it is one of the 
important ways in which we can dis-
tinguish ourselves from our peers. the 
tangible and intangible benefits as-
sociated are immense and it not only 
enhances the brand image and repu-
tation of the business but also leads to 
improvement in our service and cus-
tomer loyalty, and increased ability to 
attract and retain employees. 

اإدارة بيانات املخاطر

Risk Profile Management

حمرك املخاطر

Risk Engine

 بيانات خمتارة

Selective

 بيانات خمتارة

Range

التنب�ؤ بالبيانات

Predictive

 بيانات ع�ش�ائية

Random

اإجناز البيانات اجلمركية

Declaration Processing

Registration ت�شجيل العميل 

Submission تقدمي البيان اجلمركي 

Validation امل�شادقة

Collection جمع املعل�مات

الإ�شعار بالإفراج عن امللف

Release

Analyze حتليل املعل�مات 

Collate ربط املعل�مات

Collect جمع املعل�مات

دورة ال�شتخبارات

Intelligence Cycle

م�ستوى اال�ستخبارات

IntellIgencelayer

م�ستوى البيانات اجلمركية

DeclaratIon layer

م�ستوى االلتزام

complIance layer

الدوائر احلك�مية

Government Agencies
املخربون

Informants
املراكز اجلمركية

Customs Offices
جهات خارجية

Overseas Agencies
التجار

Traders

م�ستوى جمع املعلومات

InformatIon 
SourceS layer

new operating Model منوذج العمل امل�ستقبلي 

التدقيق

Audit
حق�ق امللكية الفكرية

IPR
البحث

Search
التحقيق

Investigation
التفتي�ش

Inspection
الت�شنيف

Classification
القيمة

Valuation

Risk Mitigation تخفيف املخاطر 

Disseminate ن�شر املعل�مات 

focus on Quality assurance & Corporate performance
upholding the highest standards of quality is of utmost importance to our organization and services and represents a core manage-
ment principle. We are committed to maintain this principle through our Quality assurance (Qa) system. a dedicated department en-
sures efficient operation and delivery of our services, processes and standards. our service delivery is designed and implemented with 
the utmost safety and health of our customers as a primary consideration. as part of our commitment to quality, and as another core 
management principle, we have committed ourselves to the systematic achievement of continuous improvement. the department is 
primarily responsible to establish key performance indicators (KPi)’s for all our operational and supportive functions and measures 
and track them on an ongoing basis. any deviation from target is promptly and timely highlighted and measures are advised for its cor-
rection. another critical element of our management approach is our recent commitment to sustainability management and reporting 
which not only encompasses all aspects of quality and continuous improvement, and expands our understanding of the business to 
incorporate a wider range of economic, environmental and social risks and opportunities and helps us achieve further clarity on the 
priorities and satisfaction of our stakeholders.
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in an expedition to ascertain a culture of 
total Quality management (tQm) in Dc, 
the Quality section has been established 
as the hub of employee involvement 
where sharing of information on quality 
objectives and initiatives is consistent and  
stimulates amongst employees a feeling 
of responsibility and commitment towards 
the achievement of quality objectives. a 
structured communication strategy helps 
cultivate employee involvement in the con-
tinuous improvement cycle which eventu-
ally leads to the possible implementation 
of a tQm culture. a program is designed 
named “i aim for Excellence” with an ob-
jective to inculcate a culture of excellence 
in all functions through knowledge sharing 
and awareness.

Code of Conduct
our code of conduct is a summary of how 
we do business with a commitment to integ-
rity and honesty. by following this code, we 
ensure that our business activities and de-
cisions support Dc’s values and principles. 
We endeavour to deal with our employees, 
customers, suppliers and all our stakehold-
ers honestly, openly, and impartially, adher-
ing to the philosophy of service excellence 
and client satisfaction. all employees are 
required to comply with the standards and 
ethical conduct as stipulated and required 
in their jobs. specifically, employees are re-
quired to;

behave in a manner that maintains and enhances the reputation and professional standing of Dubai Government in • 
general, and their department in particular;
Perform their duties with care, diligence, professionalism and integrity• 
strive for the highest ethical standards, not just the minimum required to meet legal or procedural requirements• 
treat colleagues with courtesy and be sensitive to their rights and duties• 
Deliver outstanding quality services to customers (internal and external alike) and adopt a friendly and helpful attitude • 
in dealing with the public
avoid waste, or the extravagant use of public resources• 
Not take, or seek to take improper advantage of any official information acquired during the course of official duties• 

initiatiVe no. of sessions no. of attenDees

I aim for Excellence 28 774

Quality Training Program 31 497

sr. execuive / 
exec Director

Directors /
sr. Manager

section Manager

employee involvement

tQM Culture & organisational excellence
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risk Management
Risk management continues to play an important part in the compa-
ny’s business activities and is an essential component of its planning 
process. as Dc operates in a highly competitive and challenging envi-
ronment, we have in place ongoing processes to identify, evaluate and 
manage the risks faced by the organization as it pursues its business 
objectives and strategies. these risks are reviewed and evaluated on 
a regular basis when formulating our strategic as well as action plans. 
our risk management process is managed by a dedicated department 
headed by a Director and made up of senior manager, advisors and co-
ordinators. this department is tasked with identifying the key business 
risks the organization faces along with the level and impact. 
the process has a proactive approach to manage these risks through 
identification of action plans and areas of related importance. the pro-
cedures and processes within the formal risk management framework 
is benchmarked against other international and current risk manage-
ment practices, enabling the organization to regularly review its signifi-
cant strategic business risks; consider the effectiveness of Dc’s system 
of internal controls to limit; mitigate and monitor identified risks; and 
consider the implementation of further action plans to manage strategic 
business risks which are reflective of changes in markets, products and emerging best practices. the controls set out within the risk 
management framework are intended to manage, and not expected to eliminate, all risks of failure to achieve business objectives. 
these controls provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance against material misstatement of management and financial informa-
tion or against financial losses and fraud.

Corporate performance Management
Dubai customs follows an integrated corporate performance management approach as a driving force behind cascading down the 
strategic plan into actionable, appropriate and accurate operational plans. the approach, as detailed below, is applied to all aspects of 
the business, including the measurement of social, environmental, health and safety performance:

Defining/reviewing the key performance indicators for business units as measures that can give an indication of the or-1. 
ganization’s performance with respect to the strategic direction (on a yearly basis);

follow up &
observe

Communicate &
Cooperate

Define
framework

assessing
risk

find
solutions

prepare
action plan

Define
risk
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setting the corresponding target performance the organization would like to achieve based on historical data analysis and 2. 
benchmarking studies when available (on a yearly basis);
Establishing the procedures and mechanisms that will enable the collection of measurement data against the latter 3. 
measures and targets from the business (on a yearly basis);
Establishing aggregation and consolidation relationship of KPis from the departmental to the divisional and corporate 4. 
levels (on a yearly basis);
KPi monitoring with the following process elements(quarterly basis):5. 

a. Data collection and validation
b. Performance Reporting: 
c. corrective/Preventive action plan follow-up: 

our overall economic objective is to build a strong economy and a fair society, where there is opportunity and security for all. We are 
committed to delivering a strong economy based not just on high and stable levels of growth and employment but also on high stand-
ards of environmental and social care. We promote fairness alongside flexibility and enterprise, to ensure that everyone can take ad-
vantage of opportunities to fulfil their potentials. Dubai customs is committed to conducting its affairs in a socially responsible manner 
and to maintaining the highest standards of business ethics. our aim is to treat all the company’s stakeholders fairly at all times and 
to respect cultural, national and religious diversity. We also endeavour to have a positive social impact in the countries with which we 
operate by minimizing the environmental impact related to our operations, generating government income and working in partnership 
with local communities to promote sustainable welfare initiatives. 

our Corporate
Responsibility Policy

Given the above principles, we:
seek to comply with best corporate governance • 
practices at all times
conduct our business activities in full compliance with • 
legal and regulatory requirements
act ethically and ensure transparency in all our business • 
activities
Respect the rights of employees and other stakeholders • 
and treat all without discrimination
Provide equal employment and staff development • 
opportunities
seek to treat our suppliers and contractors fairly and • 
encourage them to follow our csR standards
actively engage and consult with the local communities • 
in which we operate
Provide support for selected sustainable community • 
welfare and development projects.

Mission
with perfect sincerity and 
integrity will strive to fulfill 
our responsibilities: our 

economic responsibility, our 
social responsibility and our 
environmental responsibility

Values
a) customer Experience core value
b) commitment to our Employees

c) operate business Ethically
d) Give back to the community

e) continuous strive for improvement

Vision
to integrate economic, social and 

environmental concern in our business 
operations and in interaction with 

our stockholders on a voluntary basis 
in order to meet the ethical, legal, 

commercial, and public expectations 
that society has form us.
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Human rights
it is a fundamental value of the Dubai customs to respect the basic hu-
man rights, and we cannot accept forced or compulsory labour and the 
use of child labour in activities, which are dangerous to the moral or 
physical well-being and development of the child. We advocate non-dis-
crimination and encourage promoting gender equality.

employee and labour practices
Dubai customs require that all employees in the organization havethe 
right to rest, reasonable limitation of working hours, periodic holiday, and 
reasonable remuneration. all employees must be allowed freedom of par-
ticipation in social, cultural and environmental activities.

anti-Corruption
Dubai customs do not accept corruption and bribery. the company and 
all its representatives should not accept a bribe in any form and should 
not provide improper benefits to customers, agents, contractors, suppli-
ers, employers or to government officials. 

environment
actively manage the environmental impact and take actions to improve 
overall environmental performance as appropriate. the organization sup-
ports a preventive and precautionary approach to environmental chal-
lenges.

the main issues of concern covered by 
our Csr policy are the following:
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product responsibility
Dubai customs do not finance or support any projects, products or serv-
ices that are prohibited in the uaE for any environmental, human rights 
or other csR reasons.

occupational Health and safety (oHs)
sound oHs procedures include application of principles of hygiene, sub-
stitution of hazardous substances, establishment of work procedures and 
material safety sheets and ensuring personal protective equipment. 

Community Development and society aspects
Dubai customs encourage contributing to the development of the local 
society within the ability and the scope of its core business and business 
concept.

animal Welfare
Dubai customs require that animals used in food production, for other 
commercial purposes or for testing are treated properly. the organization 
supports that vets and agriculture technicians do efficient controls and 
inspections.
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at Dubai customs, we strongly believe that only when our business strat-
egy aligns with our social responsibility efforts can our csR program and 
our organization as a whole become sustainable. With a strong csR man-
agement system, we have ensured that key csR performance indicators 
are fully integrated across our operations, striking a balance between our 
economic, social, and environmental performance and enabling sustain-
able growth for us and our stakeholders.
our csR strategy aims at ensuring that business and csR are integrated 
so we can achieve our objectives to grow together with our stakeholders. 
it also focuses on issues that are material to our stakeholders and our 
business and ensuring that in implementing our csR programs, we con-
tribute to the development of the society, the economy, the environment 
and our workplace through innovative solutions focused on key current 
issues.
being a responsible government organization, our prime strategy is to 
convey ethical and sustainable performance. in order to attain this, we 
emphasize on our csR values which are built around the 4 main pillars 
of;

business sustainability• 
social Responsibility• 
Environmental Responsibility and• 
Work Place sustainability• 

• 
a well designed csR process which begins with self assessment and benchmarking helps us in achieving our csR goals and plans. 
We continue to follow the annual reporting process of our csR achievements through the GRi guidelines and standards.

Dc csR initiatives are driven by a combination of a dedicated csR team as well as csR agents and representatives from all depart-
ments within the organization. the csR team comprises of an Executive Director along with a csR manager, csR Expert and 3 csR 
senior csR officers and 1 csR officer. the representatives and agents from all over the organization comprises of employees from 
Director / managerial level to operational inspector level. the Executive Director for the csR team reports directly to the Director 
General who is updated on cR activities and plans every quarter while the Leadership committee is kept abreast of cR activities every 
month.

our corporate
responsibility strategy

our corporate
responsibility teaM

self assessment 
and benchmarking

environmantal 
responsibility

business 
sustainability

social 
responsibility

Workplace 
responsibility

Communication 
through yearly 

reporting

stakeholders 
indentification and 

engagment

reviewing and 
Verification setting policies

implementations
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our stakeholders are those individuals or entities that affect, or can affect, our activities or decisions, or that are, or can be, affected by 
Dc’s actions and professional practice. Dc engages in an open dialogue with all stakeholders and aims to balance economic, social, 
and ecological demands in order to secure and foster long-term relationships with all stakeholders. Dc maintains constant contact with 

a wide range of local, regional, and global entities 
and communicates in a transparent, comprehen-
sive, and proactive manner. stakeholder require-
ments are identified, reviewed and addressed 
regularly at various stages of operations (see iden-
tified stakeholders Expectations). areas of key im-
portance related to stakeholders are included in 

our commitment
to staKeHolDers engageMent

Csr Manager

Csr expert

senior officer Csr 
DC employees

officer Csr officer Csr officer Csr

senior officer 
Csr Community & 

environment

senior officer 
Csr sustainability 

reporting

Value chain 
partners

Customers

employees

industry peers govt, authorities 
& regulators

the public

our stakeholders

stakeholder 
type Methods of engagement stakeholders expectation

customers

customers satisfaction surveys•	
customer complaint manage-•	
ment
customer service center•	

Providing high quality, innovative •	
services to meet customer needs

Employees
Employee Representatives•	
open House meetings•	

Provide equal employment and •	
career development opportunities
Recognize and work on employee •	
health & safety issues
improved working environment•	

Government 
authorities
and Regula-
tions

Regular communications•	
memorandums of understand-•	
ings
service agreements•	

comply with relevant laws and •	
regulations
Reduce Energy use and waste •	
management

Valuable 
chain Part-
ners

training for value chain Part-•	
ners
contract bidding & Procure-•	
ment management
supplier assessment & man-•	
agement

Work with value chain partners to •	
meet the needs of customers
mutually beneficial growth•	

industry 
Peers

meetings•	
industry Discussion Forums•	
Global organizations Platforms•	

build a fair competitive environ-•	
ment
Promote sustained industry devel-•	
opment

the Public
community Engagement•	
Philanthropic activities•	

build a harmonious society•	
actively engage in social activities•	
Protect the environment and the •	
economy
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the yearly goal-setting process. being one of the important aspects of our operations and processes, Dc takes great care of the health 
and safety of human beings involved. all our processes and operations follow high safety, health, and environmental standards. 

What our stakeholders say
sustainable solutions develop when all societal groups work together. this being the reason, Dc specifically seeks dialogue at the local, 
regional and global levels with representatives from governing bodies, industry peers and society in general. this includes all our stake-
holders – employees, customers, suppliers, other government institutions, competitors and the general public. Dc operates within 
a scope of activity that influence and is heavily influenced by traders, economic and financial institutions and public administration 
bodies, as well as by legislation. close cooperation with these stakeholders creates value added for all involved, as their suggestions 
influence our planning and decisions. at the same time, such cooperation gives us access to platforms on which we can openly com-
municate our viewpoints and receive important impulses for innovation.

We recognize the needs of our stakeholders seriously and strive to contribute to solving the pressing issues of our time – based 
on our values and in harmony with internal and external directives and laws. at the same time, we are faced with the challenges of 
facilitating trade and achieving economy for the emirate while controlling and abiding by legislations. creating transparency with regard 
to our business, activities and challenges is a basic principle of our stakeholder dialogue. We specifically engage our clients to review 
and provide feedback to our sustainability reporting, enabling improvements, creativity and innovation. With respect to dialogue, they 
prefer the exchange of viewpoints in smaller, direct responses rather than major group discussions or forums. this year again, we invite 
our stakeholders to evaluate our reporting and our sustainable development activities. at www.dubaicustoms.ae they can share with us 
their opinion on this year’s sustainability Report and formulate their expectations with regard to future development activities at Dc.

Please find below my recommendation and feedback on the 
csR 2009.
First of all i am very pleased to see such an organized set of 
detailed documents that was prepared by Dubai customs with 
the sustainability Report 2009. 
in fact i wasn’t aware that there was an excellent document 
that identifies the opportunities and the improvement of serv-
ice and the commitment to csR. 

the objectives of Dubai customs is very clear and straight 
forward. However, i suggest to include also the major clients 
& stakeholders in the csR that will be visible to all and also to 
know the major players and partners with Dubai customs. 
i would like to elaborate on the Role of the senior Executive 
Director and mention the org chart and their staff reporting to 
them along with the area of responsibilities.
 
something to take into consideration which is very important 
is the client management of Dubai customs that should also 
be included in the csR as it plays a major role with between 

customers and Dubai customs. 
also, to include the statistical report for all types of transac-
tions with Dubai customs. and lastly is to include the major 
Events with Dubai customs. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. thanks,

Jamal Noureldine
manager Global trade services
FedEx Express - middle East
Dubai - u.a.E
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Excellent report! and a significant achievement of Dubai customs to standardize practices between customs departments to 
simplify the process by optimizing the electronic capability. i am sure this would facilitate transport of goods internationally in a 
secured supply chain environment, and expedite full implementation of international conventions like the RKc.

sajan thomas
customs affairs manager 
middle East, North africa & turkey

 

the sustainability report released by Dubai customs is a professional and very useful document not only for the trading com-
munity but also for the society. the coverage is vast and excellent; it sheds light towards various glorious activities undertaken 
by Dubai customs. the document talks about the vital contributions of Dubai customs towards uplifting the society and the 
nation. the csR initiative of Dubai customs is one of the greatest initiatives and i take this opportunity to appreciate such noble 
activities as it sets good example for the corporate world. 

Dubai customs play a predominant role in facilitating and supporting legitimate trade in Dubai. the business friendly policies, 
pro-active initiatives and excellent service level make Dubai customs, second to none and best in class. the role played by 
Dubai customs to make Dubai conducive for traders and investors is greatly appreciated. this kind of an excellent and compre-
hensive report making accessible to the society is a very wise and intelligent move which will pay by itself. the rich contents of 
this report makes it a ‘must read document’ which will add value to planning process and strategy formulation for the corporate 
world.

on behalf of ZaFco FZco, i would like to thank HE ahmed butti ahmed, the Executive chairman of PcFc & the Director 
General, and his dedicated team at Dubai customs for the continuous support and a great initiative of this kind enabling us to 
sustain growth.

We wish all the best for Dubai customs to achieve more global recognitions.

sebastian thomas
Director - Projects
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sr MetHoD HoW often reMarKs

1
Direct mail / Email / 
telephone calls

Very Regular
Direct mails and telephone calls are always exchanged with employees, clients, 
suppliers etc to inform and involve them in our csR plans and activities

2 Via website Very Regular
the website is regularly updated to include all csR events, news, volunteer 
invitation etc

3
stakeholder dialog 
meeting

Regular
meetings with clients, suppliers, employees and other stakeholders are 
regularly conducted to ensure transparency and involvement

4
trained customer 
service staff

Very Regular
the customer service center interacts with our clients and suppliers 24/7 as 
our csR agents

5
Grievance and 
suggestion  
mechanism

Regular
in case of any dispute, disagreements or complaints, we have a defined 
process and methodology to handle these on regular basis. similarly, 
suggestion and ideas are always welcomed

6 confidential Hotline Regular
Direct confidential lines are available with Executives for clients, suppliers and 
our employees to have regular access

7
stakeholder Expert 
Panel  / forums

Rarely this method is adopted on need only

Dubai customs supplier relationsHip MetHoDology

staKEHoLDER ENGaGEmENt MetHoDology

Physical Resources managment 
methodology

External clients suggestions 
methodology

Human Resources Needs 
Dererminaion methodology

External clients complaints 
methodology

corporate Performance
appraisals methodology

surveys implementation
methodology

training & Development
methodology

Purchases control Procedure

operations managment
methodology

knowlegde management strategy Human Resources management strategy

technical Resources management strategy Finacial Resources management strategy

Vendors approvals & appraisals 
Procedure

Vendors satisfaction measurement 
methodology

Dubai Customs
strategic plan

Dubai government
strategy

Vendors
relationship
Methodology
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being a strong contributor to Dubai trade, we are mindful that 
we have a responsibility not only for our own sustainable growth, 
but the overall business and economy of Dubai and uaE. Year 
after year, we work hard to ensure our business activities impact 
positively upon a multitude of stakeholders. We are focused on 
generating positive economic growth all around through main-
taining responsible business practices, creating job opportunities, 
developing work standards, providing training opportunities and 
supporting the local community initiatives.

Dc’s strategic direction to achieve and enhance efficient finan-
cial performance leads to systems and processes where the finan-
cial management develops, reviews and update its proceedings as 
per defined methodologies. as a fully government owned organi-
zation, we do not completely disclose our economic performance 
data due to the nature of its confidentiality and sensitivity. How-
ever, some selected figures and averages are presented as part of 
this report. although we recognize that this is our least transparent 
area of operation, our economic approach is to first and foremost 
aim to achieve a financially secure state owned organization. We 
use standard accounting principles and our financial statements 
are audited annually by independent external auditors.

our economic activity touches upon a wide range of our stake-
holders. We are proud of the contribution we make to 
local and national economic development in uaE, par-
ticularly to Dubai. the nature of our business is to facili-
tate commerce and trade, which creates a positive indi-
rect economic impact. all our centers, which operate as 
local individual units also, contribute towards improving 
local economic conditions. our community outreach 
and partnerships with other government bodies, fed-
eral ministries, private organizations, NGos and other 
organizations help raise the living conditions of margin-
alized communities. to support local talents, we have 
developed and implemented our procurement policies 
in favour of local suppliers for sourcing products and 
services. We select our suppliers based on their qual-
ity of products and services and best prices by following a well 
developed tendering procedures to assure transparency and ef-
ficiency.

our policy is to support the local community and national econ-
omy by hiring uaE Nationals and training them in technical and 

behavioural skills and know-how. being a public service organi-
zation, Dc emphasizes to recruit and retain highly qualified and 
experienced workforce. in a very highly competitive employee 
market of skilled professionals in the uaE, this present quite a 
challenge to the organization. Dc is particularly proud to have cre-
ated and sustained a highly qualified workforce of uaE nationals, 
except for a small percentage of highly skilled expatriates.

We endeavour to make a positive contribution to the underprivi-
leged communities by supporting a wide range of socio-economic 
initiatives. many of the community projects and programs are 
driven by active participation from our employees as well as as-
sociation with NGos and other organizations. our commitment to 
address important societal needs extends throughout our philan-
thropic outreach programs through direct assistance and resourc-
es to individuals, families and other charitable organizations.

We also support and share expertise, knowledge and systems 
with other customs organizations in continuation to our strategy 
of promoting socio-economic initiatives beyond our scope of op-
erations. the objective is to enhance efficiency and help others 
through bilateral relations and technical support. our support to 
Djibouti customs has resulted in a 90% increase in their overall 
revenues during the period from 2006 to 2010. more than 45 

training and knowledge exchange session were conducted during 
this period sharing core customs expertise, processes and sys-
tems resulting in an overall improvement of a container clearance 
lead time from 2 week to 4 hours. similarly, our collaboration with 
the Ras al Khaimah customs, sharing technical support, cus-

our commitment to Creating eConoMiC Value

Key financial Data (in 000’s) 2008 2009 2010

Net operating Revenue 1,111,956 1,085,423 895,326

staff cost 540,375 623,290 637,829

total operating cost 691,661 803,026 781,163

community contribution 3,276 4,194

year local purchases % foreign purchases % total

2008 47.1 m 99.28 0.34 m 0.71 47.44 m

2009 37.9 m 98.78 0.47 m 1.22 38.37 m

2010 23.9 m 99.35 0.15 m 0.64 24.05 m
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as we endeavour to be a responsible public body, Dc is commit-
ted to undertaking sustainable and responsible business prac-
tices that deliver positive outcomes to our customers, employees 
and the communities and environment that we operate in. to pro-
tect Dc’s reputation and our stakeholder’s interests, as well as to 
enhance our long-term competitive position, we self-regulate our 
behaviour and take full responsibility for the social and environ-
mental impact of our marketplace practices and policies. 

in line with our practice of self regulation throughout our or-
ganisation, Dc’s client charter outlines strict guidelines that our 
employees and management are to follow when marketing and 
promoting our services. it spells out and provides the framework 
to enhance our customer services in a responsible manner to all 
our clients. customers are at the heart of Dc. customer centricity 
has long been a driving force in the growth of Dc services as we 
continuously design solutions that meet our customers’ evolving 
needs. the year 2010 witnessed a major development where we 
were able to launch mirsal 2 as our fully automated, electronic 
and paperless declaration system. 

We view our customers as long-term partners and therefore aim 
to continuously build strong customer relationships. service Ex-
cellence at Dc is driven by our people. the client management 
department act as primary points of contact for all customers with 
presence at 24 centers across Dubai. Dc provides a wide range of 
e-tools, client-based applications and online portals that provide 
convenient 24 hour access and support for customers. Not only 
does this provide reliable customer support, but it also stream-
lines processes to speed up the operations of the organization. all 
our electronic tools are free, user-friendly, dynamic, flexible and 
customizable according to customers’ choice of use.

With regards to the information security of our customers, Dc has 
adopted an extensive information security policy, which addresses 
security issues related to ownership, integrity and accessibility of 

tomer services tools, mirsal operating system and all other core 
expertise has given them a 45% increase in duty value during the 
period 2005 to 2010. 

our commitment 

to responsible
MarKetplaCe 
praCtiCes

our Csr partners for soCioeConoMiC initiatiVes

community Development authority• 
uaE Red crescent society • 
mohammed bin Rashid al maktoum Humanitarian• 

       & charity Establishment
Dar al ber society• 
Zakat Fund• 
Emirates Environmental Group• 
ministry of social affairs• 
National crisis and Emergency management authority• 
ministry of culture, Youth, and community Development• 
the marriage Fund• 
islamic affairs & charitable activities Department• 
Dubai Quality Group• 
al maktoum charity organization• 
Dubai Women Establishment• 

DC - eMiratiZation CoMMitMent

1907
2199

2212

652
635

607

2008 2009 2010

uae nationals expatriates
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information both internally as well as externally. this policy deals 
in particular with risks associated with the use of computers and 
networks when storing, transferring and processing information. 
to protect the privacy of our clients, Dc is committed to protect-
ing its critical information assets against unauthorized access and 
use, theft, modification, destruction and unauthorized disclosure. 
We regard the protection of our information assets as a common 
responsibility of all staff. our efforts in this area are compliant with 
international information security standards. customer privacy 
and service integrity are also fundamental tour communication 
media guidelines. 

Customer Management
Key achievements – 2010 

 

Passenger Level of satisfaction is 83%• 
increase customer satisfaction by 9.6% in less than two • 
years (77.2% in 2008 to 18% in 2009 and 86.8% in 
2010)
best complaints management system in state-level • 
public sector within the uaE. star awards for customer 
service week provided by the international institute of 
customer service
conducted 9 workshops and trained 118 custom in-• 
spectors in the subject of “the importance of Dc role in 
servicing travelers”
upgraded client satisfaction through complaints to • 
99.9% in 2009 and 100% in 2010
Reducing the days for resolving complaints from 5.14 • 
day in 2008 to 2.38 day in 2009 and 1.8 days in 2010
conducted the 1st Forum for honoring the strategic part-• 
ners in the ViP terminal at Dubai international airport
Election of mr. saeed ali al Emad – Dubai customs cli-• 
ent management representative to be the chairperson 
the Learning & Development council at Dubai airport
Received an award in the 2010 uaE customer service • 
Week as a token of our contributions and achievements 
towards customer services 

Count of Compaines registered with Dubai Customs

year total

2006 85,686

2007 97,249

2008 109,817

2009 120,749

2010 131,681

0

Average Days for Complaint Handling

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

2010

1.8

2009

2.34

72.0%

74.0%

76.0%

78.0%

80.0%

82.0%

84.0%

86.0%

88.0%

Client Satisfaction Results

2010

86.8%

81%

77.2%

2009 2008

92%

93%

93%

94%

94%

95%

95%

96%
Shopper Achievement

2010

95%

2009

93%
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society and community contribution is an important element of our csR 
strategy and our commitment towards this area is included in our cor-
porate balanced scorecard Perspective (contribution to economic and 
social growth). this contribution is measured through a set of KPis:

Number of csR initiatives, segmented into large-scale projects, small-1. 
scale activities and sponsorships as they contribute to each of the 7 
core csR issues (organizational Governance, Human Rights, Labor 
Practices, Environment, Fair operating Practices, consumer issues, 
social Development and community involvement);

categories of beneficiaries (clients, stakeholders, employees, or gen-2. 
eral community) segmented by gender, nationality and age;

Number of beneficiaries;3. 

community survey results: the survey investigates the society’s satis-4. 
faction with availability and accessibility of information related to csR, 
equality in offered services to the society, nature of the relationship 
with other parties, participation in training and education, support of 
charity and health projects, support of cultural and sport activities, ef-
forts and initiatives of voluntary and humanitarian nature, health risks 
and work accidents, pollution.

Dubai customs has undertaken a unique approach of cultural change 
and community involvement through voluntary engagement for csR ini-
tiatives both internally and externally. around 500 internal and 400 exter-
nal volunteers have participated in csR programs during 2009 and 2010 
which included various activities from cleaning of beaches, coastal areas, 
recycling campaigns, earth hour, environment day, water and energy con-
servation, social awareness week and many more.
in continuation to our sustainable projects aiming at attaining long term 
benefits to the community, Dc at its own accord constructed a mosque in 
somalia where funds were generated jointly through management dedica-
tion as well as employee volunteer. First prayers were established in the 
mosque on 5th November 2010. this initiative was undertaken as part of 
spreading institutional values and a culture of humanitarian volunteerism 
in the organization.

our commitment
to enriCHing CoMMunities
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Dubai customs has successfully signed a contract with Kidzania, 
which is one of the world‟s most powerful community engagement 
and experiential marketing concepts. Kidzania is a self-contained 

„mini city‟ built for children and entirely run by children. Dc is the 
first and only customs organization in the world to be having a 
pavilion in Kidzania to enhance community awareness and know-
how of customs among children. With an immense capacity of 
Kidzania where there are around 3000 visitors per day including 
special school programs which reach out to schools in Dubai and 
uaE attracting around 750 children per day, the aim is to spread 
awareness and attract children towards the customs function and 
profession with an objective to develop future inspectors.
Dubai customs affirms that combating counterfeit is considered 
a top business priority and commitment toward the society as 
well as the economy which is very much in line with its vision 

of being the leading customs administration 
in the world supporting legitimate trade. Dc 
regularly engages in providing best practices 
and awareness-raising education programs 
to schools, colleges, universities and other 
educational institutions in Dubai to promote 
the concept of intellectual Property Rights 
(iPR). the aim and objective is to inculcate 
a culture of loyalty and build a secure com-
munal and economical role against coun-
terfeiting and piracy especially among the 
youth and children of the emirate. During 
the year 2010, around 10 such events were 
organized which benefitted more than 1000 
attendees.

Dubai, although is one of the most mod-
ern and affluent places in the middle East 
region, but there are still many in our midst 
that need a helping hand. supporting the 
less privileged encompasses assistance to 

the elderly, sick, intellectually challenged and those with special 
needs, both physically as well as socially.

blood donation campaigns and visits to thalessemia center are 
spread all over the year 2010 benefiting more than 500 people 

who needed blood to survive the fatal disease. around 200 bags 
were donated by Dubai customs to the mohammed bin Rashid 

year no. of ipr Cases trenD

2008 1572 -

2009 2055 31% increase

2010 2762 34% increase

Cases on intellectual property rights
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Foundation for charitable and humanitarian work to be given to 
poor and needy students who are unable to afford them. Dc has 
always supported and participated in events and activities of the 
al Noor training center for children with special Needs. During 
the year 2010, these activities included participating in the annu-
al Fun Fair organized by the center, buying cookies and greeting 
cards made by these children, promoting their credit card scheme 
and many other initiatives. Dc also donated 4903 pieces of cloth-
ing, and 1027 pairs of shoes and 1330 bags, to mohammed bin 
Rashid Foundation for charitable and humanitarian work. these 
items were seized by the organization against the procedures for 
imports and trade in the emirate. some 30 students were also 

sponsored by Dc for the memorizing of the Holy Quran through 
the al siddique center.
to show our support to the youth and the growing talent in the 
country, Dubai customs also sponsored the students at the Dubai 
international school for their project on small merchants. the aim 
was to encourage little entrepreneurs to learn and develop confi-
dence towards their future growth. the customs inspectors at the 
Hatta center participated in the celebration hosted by shaikha 
maitha bint Rashed al maktoum center for special Needs on the 
occasion of the week for the deaf in the arab World. on this occa-
sion, they were given flowers and free gift vouchers.
Dubai customs participates and supports in programs which aims 
at spreading awareness on the concept of corporate social re-
sponsibility in the region both internally as well as in collaboration 
with other bodies. like Dubai chamber of commerce and the Eco-
nomic Zones World. the objective is essentially about achieving 
economic success and competitive advantage by building repu-
tation and gaining the trust of people. as csR is fast becoming 
an integral part of corporate strategy across many organizations, 
management practices, business operations and product devel-
opment, it enhances business sustainability, provides new op-
portunities, develops customer loyalty and improves stakeholder 
relationships. in addition, effort was also made to highlight the 
role of csR in corporate excellence and performance.
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Dubai customs is one of the leading public organizations in the 
region to have arranged training programs for its employees to be 
prepared for disasters and natural events. the program is con-
ducted under National crisis and Emergency management au-
thority – abu Dhabi. 34 employees volunteered in the first phase 
of the training program which was conducted during November 
2010.
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labor practices and Human rights - sa 

8000
Dc is committed to manage its operations and functions 
within an ethical framework in accordance with its core vi-
sion and mission. the aim is to continuously improve our 
employee condition of services which ultimately leads to 
overall life improvement in the community. We believe that 
for any organization, the most important asset is its hu-
man resources and implementing a comprehensive social 
accountability system and introducing fair labour policies 
and practices will strive to continuously improve our social 

our commitment
to WorK plaCebest praCtiCes

Dubai Customs social accountability standard – sa 8000

3 audits to maintain implementation standards were con-• 
ducted during the period 2009 – 2010. these included 
certification, surveillance and un-announced audits

No Non-compliance were reported during these audits• 

overall 9 recommendations were highlighted by the exter-• 
nal auditors which were successfully implemented during 
the 2010

sa – 8000 auDit report (suMMary)

nC2nC1auDreQuireMentsnC2nC1auDreQuireMent

9.management cycle1. child Labour

(i) Policy
2.Forced and
compulsory Labour

(ii) mgmt Representative3.Health and safety

1(iii) sa8000 Worker Rep
4.Freedom of association & 
Rights

(iv) mgmt Review & intl audit5.Discrimination

1(v) Planning & implement6.Disciplinary Practices

(vi) control of suppliers7.Working Hours

1(vii) addressing concerns8.Remuneration

(viii) outside communicationa) Worker sa8000 training

(ix) access for Verification
b) Worker sa8000 aware-
ness

(x) Records
c) complaints & org Re-
sponse

Effectiveness of previous audituse of certification

(auD = audited); (1 = confirming); (Na = Not applicable); (Nc1 & Nc2 = Non conformities)
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and economical performance. our Forced Labor Policy, child and Young Labor Policy and the Diversity Policy ensures that no forced 
or compulsory Labor conditions exist within Dc as well as disclosure of all the terms and conditions related to recruitment, pre-em-
ployment or during employment. Dc review these policies on regular basis and ensures that these are understood, implemented and 
maintained at all levels in the organization and is readily available to the all the stakeholders.

training and Development opportunities for employees
Dubai customs Human Resources Department deals with developing and implementing the best methods & practices required for 
building leadership and functional competencies by developing the capacities and capabilities of staff across the whole organization. 
Dc succession & career Planning Program believes and aims at “choosing tomorrow’s Leaders today”. it is a road map that provides 
progression milestone for each and every job in Dc and also determines advancement options and opportunities for each job through 
training, certification, competencies and professional experience. the systematic training and development approach is designed to:

build a leadership pipeline/talent pool to ensure leadership continuity• 
Develop potential successors in ways that best fit their strengths & Dc needs• 
Focus Dc resources on talent development that yields greatest Returns on investments.• 
Recognize that some jobs are the lifeblood of the Dc organization and too critical to be left vacant or filled by any but the best • 
qualified persons, identifying best candidates for categories of positions.
Framework for specific, individualized career & development plans for each Dc employee.• 
critical to mission success and create an effective process for recognizing, developing, and retaining top leadership talent.• 

Division's employees actual no. of emloyees no. of attendees % 

cargo operations 195 93 47%

customs Development 281 62 22% 

community affairs 22 9 40% 

customers management 169 13 8% 

Policy and Legislation 123 20 16% 

DG office 158 44 28% 

HR, Finance & administration 210 70 33% 

total No. of employees in HQ 1158 311 26% 

total No. of employees in branches 1589 242 15% 

total No. of employees in Dc 2747 553 20% 

sa - 8000 awareness program
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nationality
top 

Management 
Middle

Management lower 
Management

australia   1

bahrain   1

bangladesh   3

Canada 4 1 1

Comoros   1

egypt 8 29 17

france 2 1  

germany 1   

Hungary  1  

india 26 122 107

iran 1 4 34

iraq 1 2 2

Jamaica 1

Jordan 22 35

Kuwait 1

lebanon 3 16

Morocco 1

new Zealand 2

pakistan 10 34

palestine 2 20

philippines 4

saudi arabia 1

south africa 1

sri lanka 1

sudan 2 10

syria 2 9

tanzania 1

tunisia 2

uae 149 908 1244

usa 2 1

united 

Kingdom
5 3

yemen 2

suMMer training prograM

No. oF stuDENtsYEaR

382008

442009

332010

training Hours for leaDersHip

201020092008

8632761031aLL PRoGRams 

training Data anD analysvis

201020092008

1194010
total Number of training
Programs conducted – internally

279254205
total Number of training
Programs conducted – Externally

353617
Number of training
Hours – Per Employee

Dubai CustoMs Career patHWays

individual Contributor (امل�شت�ى ال�شرتاتيجي)
(7 - 9)

Mannagerial leadership pathway

exeCutiVe

strategiC (امل�شت�ى ال�شرتاتيجي)

aDVisory (ا�شت�شاريني)

professional (مهنيني)

teCHniCal (فنيني)

organiZational (امل�شت�ى التنظيمي)

(15 - 16 )

Managerial (امل�شت�ى ال�شرافـي)

(13 - 14 )

superVisory (امل�شت�ى ال�شرافـي)

(12 - 11 - 10 )

professional leadership pathway

Lateral career movement

«across Path» movement

Within path movement

Diverse Work force

Details of all training programs conducted for DC employees
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employee suggestions and rewards
the Dubai customs’ suggestion and Reward scheme is a funda-
mental element of our organizational strategic plan and initiatives. 
Positive contributions and recommendations of our employees 
help and support in creating a culture of excellence, increases 
employees and stakeholders loyalty to the organization as well as 
guarantees improvement and enhancement of the performances 
and services offered to our employees and stakeholders.
in an extensive audit and assessment on 10th of october 2010, 
conducted by a senior official from ideas uK, the suggestion and 
Reward team in cooperation with the Quality Department was able 
to impress and convince about the administration and perform-
ance of the Dubai customs suggestions and Rewards scheme 
(bader) to attain the highest level of accreditation which is the 

revenue generated 2004  - 2010

total revenue generated -aeD103,766,846

0

10,000,000

20,000,000

30,000,000

40,000,000

50,000,000

60,000,000

1,694,200 51,744,832 4,589,000 4,478,283 3,620,561 17,639,970

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Revenue

Generated (aED)

suggestions implemented in each month 2004 - 2010
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2
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suggestions 
implemented 2 10 17 36 59 131 162

amount rewarded 2004 - 2010

amount rewarded = aeD1,391,314
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suggestions 
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suggestions
Received

203

632

450
307

654

1260

1613

203 632 450 307 654 1260 1613

suggestions received in each month 2004 - 2010

2010 achieved 28% in Receiving 
suggestions comparing to last Year
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Platinum accreditation, being the highest level of accreditation from the ideas 
uK.
During 2010, Dc launched the initiative of the best Working mother’s award which 
is designed for female employees at Dubai customs who prove to be role models 
for being working mothers and could achieve their Work Life balance. this award 
is under the patronage of H.H shaikha manal bin mohammed bin Rashid al mak-
toum, aiming at recognizing working mothers and focusing on working mothers at 

no. of female employees

20102009positionlevel

3935senior management & management Level

349321Lower management & seniorstaffLevel

266257office & clerical staff Level

female empowerment and Work life balance – Working Mother award launch
Dubai customs is proud of claiming to be the best women friendly employers in the region following its proactive involvement in nu-
merous initiatives and activities associated with development and growth of its female employees. one of our major csR priorities is to 
plead diversity and equal opportunity in employment with special emphasis to females. We aim to achieve our objectives of lowering 
employee’s stress levels, improved individual and family health, increased job satisfaction, balanced career-family responsibilities, 
decreased absenteeism, improved retention, enhanced productivity, and ability to attract competitive applicants through some of the 
distinct female programs as below:

in-house child care centre for working mothers - as per international standards• 
Promote Work-Life balance through Working mother’s award – first of its kind• 
Formalized, organized and active Female Employee committee – to • 
empower & support
Leadership & Development Programs for Female Employees – Dubai • 
Leadership program
Policies on Female Employment and internships – promoting equal • 
opportunities
Providing Flexible Working hours for female employees – working from • 
home
opportunities for women occupying top positions – maintaining gender • 
balance
Embracing Diversity without gender restrictions – all jobs all levels• 
Providing a workplace free of sexual and racial harassment – clear code of • 
conduct
Equal and fair compensation and benefits for females• 
Providing special facilities – prayer room, declaration counter, health check-ups etc• 

72% late
coming
reduced

71% of
Employees

Productivity has 
increased

70%
absenteeism

reduction
82% Employee's 

Loyalty has 
increased

84% Employees 
spend Less time b/w 

home and office

84% stress
Reduction of leaving 

children at home
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Dubai customs from all ethnic groups, professional and reliable 
assessment committee. the objective of this initiative is:

to award Dubai customs best mother amongst Women • 
society.
Emphasize that Dubai customs encourages its female • 
employees by creating such competitions and enhances the 
role of women in our society
Emphasize the strategic partnership with Dubai Women’s • 
Establishment
Emphasize Dubai Women’s Establishment support to Dubai • 
customs female employees
Emphasize Dubai Women’s Establishment role in supporting • 
working mothers achiever their Work Life balance
showcase Dubai customs willingness towards maintaining • 
such a rewarding relationship with Dubai Women’s Estab-
lishment

Health and safety of employee 
(Walk programs, lectures, free Checkups, 
sports)

maintaining a healthy, safe and secure work environment and 
providing service to our internal and external customers is always 
a priority for Dubai customs. We accomplish this through safety 
awareness and education, listening to the concerns and issues of 
our people, the continuous tracking of incidents and accidents, 
and by adhering closely to global best practices. activities related 

to health and safety management are in line with oHsas 18001 
standards, which are considered amongst the best guiding prin-
ciples globally. General health and safety training is provided to all 
of our employees. We also provide specifically customized train-
ing programs  for our ground office as well as ground employees 
to meet health and safety hazards related to our operations and 
premises. special health and safety training programs are con-
ducted for customs inspectors to ensure they are equipped with 
the necessary knowledge and techniques to handle their function. 
all newly-hired inspectors undergo these extensive health and 
safety training awareness program as part of their basic training 
and initial induction to handle inspection equipments and tools.

Dc has a dedicated clinic located in the Head Quarters which 
is equipped with basic first aid and other medicines of general 
requirement. a trained nurse is available to take care of emergen-
cies and provide medical assistance not only to the employees, 
but also to the children who are taken care by the child care 
center at the premises. in addition, several lectures and semi-
nars are regularly conducted where employees are provided in-
formation and awareness on chronic diseases, their prevention 
and cure by specialists and medical representatives in their fields. 
During the year 2010, programs were organized with free check 
ups and detailed knowledge on diseases such as breast cancer, 
Diabetes, H1N1, thalessemia etc. Dc also engages into activities 
of promoting personal health care among its employees which in-
cluded organizing Walks, Football tournaments and other recrea-
tional activities during the year 2010. one of these tournaments 
which were organized in april had the slogan “No to Drugs”.
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our environmental initiatives and efforts are guided by our long-
term goal of becoming a carbon-neutral organization. We realize 
that our initiatives and progress towards environmental sustain-
ability require time to be developed and take effect. therefore, 
we believe that seeking consistent annual progress is the way for-
ward. We realize that our Headquarters and all our centers are 
also accountable for significant electricity and water consumption 
and waste generation. as a green and responsible organization, 
Dc recognises the impact our buildings may have on the environ-
ment and is committed to reducing our environmental impact. 
We place strong emphasis and care for the environment and our 
stakeholders. our EHs Policy sets the strategic direction for all 
employees to take practical efforts to ensure effective EHs man-
agement so as to create a safe and green culture, continually 
striving to conserve resources and prevent pollution. our environ-
mental management focuses on energy and water conservation, 
recycling and minimisation of waste across our operations.

paper-less Customs Declarations
Dc, in 2010, formally launched the electronic customs declara-
tion system developed internally that facilitates legitimate trade 
movement. mirsal 2, as it is named, is a paperless system that 
allows electronic clearance of simple declarations through the in-
ternet, without the need to submit any papers before or after the 
arrival of goods. in addition to helping the clients in saving time, 

effort and money, the system is an absolute initiative towards Dc’s 
environment support and saving the planet through protection of 
trees and reduction of paper usage.

our commitment
to gooD enVironMent perforManCes

Category explanation 2008 2009 2010 

approval  2437000 16000 1984

automated 
business to business service offered for special
clients to electronically transfer bulk declarations 

1356000 1355000 1195664

counter 
customers come to Dc centre and counter employees 
input the declaration for them 

1260000 985000 772949

E-clearance mirsal - 1 160000 1606000 606041

E-clearance mirsal - 2 100 1092000 2578829

DC - e - ClearanCe statistiCs
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energy Consumption 
Responsible water and electricity consumption is constantly ad-
dressed and communicated with our employees across the organ-
ization. Dc has introduced various energy conservation projects 
to reduce the energy consumption in our offices. this includes 
the use of motion sensors to activate the lights in toilets, corridors 
and offices. the use of energy -efficient lighting such as energy-
savers, high energy air-conditioning systems and units equipped 
with variable speed drives. in terms of sewage, water used by 
our offices goes directly to public sewage systems available in 
the locations in which we operate. our water usage and general 
operations do not pose any risk of pollution to any nearby water 
resources since the water is only used for personal and hygiene 
needs. 
total purchased electricity consumed during 2010 = 6,861,600 
KWH or 24702 Gigajoules.

DC – energy CHarges (aeD in 000s)

recycling and Waste Management
under the motto of “paper-less operations”, Dubai customs has 
been committed to reducing paper consumption. our philosophy 
is to consume paper only when it is necessary and this has been 
reinforced in all our operations. We also refrain from printing cir-
culars, reports, and other announcements and encourage the 
use of electronic bulletins, LcD displays and digital distribution 
of mass communication information instead. utilizing our intranet 
for business communications has also reduced our paper con-
sumption. During the past many years, we have initiated several 
projects, some of which had been mentioned in our previous re-
port, designed to cut down on paper usage. We are also introduc-

ing double sided printing facilities, which we believe would further 
reduce our paper usage by 50%. moreover, we have encouraged 
recycling and reusing for paper, plastic and metal by providing 
recycling bins which are places in all of our offices.

electronic Waste recycling
We are also concerned about our electronic waste and have initi-

ated it equipment recycling projects. We aim to carry this ini-
tiative across the network through several partnerships. For this 
purpose, we have agreements with Dubai municipality and other 
NGos to arrange disposal of all electronic and equipment waste 
in a manner which is suitable to the environment. in addition, our 
internal it department facilitate to clean and make usable old Pcs 
and other peripherals which we then donate to poor and needy 
students through NGos. We are also seeking understandings with 
mobile or cellular phone recycling organization which has been 
another area of interest for our recycling program. We also have 
our partnership with the ‘Emirates Environmental Group - Dubai 
to help us and advise us in tackling environmental issues such 
as the quality and quantity of our recycling, waste management, 
environmental awareness, and the conservation of biological di-
versity.

201020092008Details

132616421108Water charges

410746703365Electricity charges

WegHt in 
tons

total  of waste collection in DC owned 
properties

20102009

394383Port Rashid customs

57635423Dry Ports

95-others
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plan area goal / objective and link to DC 
strategy activity / project achievement / progress 

(2010) Way forward
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increase services/ operations 
coherent with quality standards to 
80% by the end of the year 2011

self-assessment and 
GaP analysis on csR in 
conjunction with Global 
best Practices

Dc is 75% compliant in 
meeting a set of social and 
ethical standards based on 
the csR Diagnostic

Emphasize, Plan and 
implement measures on 
potential improvement areas 
as recommended

Focus on raising the employee 
satisfaction rate to reach 80% by the 
end of the year 2011

Promoting the csR 
awareness both 
internally as well as 
externally

Dedicated csR Web Link 
– 2 awareness sessions on 
csR

Dc – csR Newsletter, 
workshops and seminars

goals and achievements - summary

standards and trainings
in order to achieve our aim to be environment 
friendly, we utilize a quality management 
system consistent with the requirements of 
iso 9001:2000 which is continually moni-
tored and reviewed. We also have a pub-
lished Environmental and Health policy 
(EHs) integrating the requirements of iso 
14001:2004 standard. Dc acknowledges 
that all employees, whose jobs may cause 
significant environmental impacts, should 
have the necessary expertise, training or 
experience to carry out their work. training 
and awareness programmes are provided 
to increase the environmental consciousness of not 
only our employees, but other stakeholders such as 
our clients, suppliers etc as and when necessary. all 
new employees are provided an introduction to Dc’s 
corporate EHs Policy and their responsibilities as 
part of the organization. We also strongly encourage 
our employees to attend external seminars and work 
shops to upgrade their skills or knowledge related to 
environmental management. We are committed to 
take all necessary action to prevent the occurrence 
of potential non- conformance or recurrence of non- 
conformance to our standards. 

our Quality Managment system

tHe proCess
involves the inspection 
of goods and products 
entering  and exiting 

Dubai, throught the use 
of special inspection 

equipment with certain 
rediation levels plus 

potential generation of 
spillages and wastes

auDit results - 2010
iso 14001 & oHsas 18001

external audit
No. of Non-conformities Raised 0
o. of individual Findings 6
No. of improve,emts Notes 2

internal audit
No. of Non-conformities Raised 16
No. of individual Findings 32
No. of improve,emts Notes 2

DireCt HaZarDs 
Potential of falling, cutting, 
slipping, head-injuries, 
cutinjuries, lung problems 
(dust & air remissions), 
radiation form X-ray 
inspection machines 

relateD
enVironMent aspeCts 

• Air Emissions / dust
• Radiation / Noise 
• Energy Consumption 
• Waste
• Potential pillages or leakage 
• Consumption of natural
   resources 
      • Energy consumption

Controls
• management Review 
• monitoring & 
measurement
• objectives & programs 
for improvement 
• corrective & preventive 
actions
• internal audits 
• Emergency
Preparedness 
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plan area goal / objective and link to DC 
strategy activity / project achievement / progress 

(2010) Way forward
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increase awareness on the 
importance of Dc's role in protecting 
the local community & the 
environment by 10% by the year 
2011

Dc Employee 
Participation and 
Volunteer on csR 
activities

several Volunteer programs 
including participation in 
National and international 
Days & events – more than 
500 volunteers

a focused project 
on Volunteerism and 
engagement of employees 
and stakeholders during 2011

Focus on raising the employee 
satisfaction rate to reach 80% by the 
end of the year 2011

Well-being of Dubai 
customs employees at 
all locations

Free medical checkups, 
Vaccinations, special offers 
and promotions, sponsored 
Hajj package for 10 
employees

a Financial support project 
for needy employees and 
extended special deals

Encourage the increase of the 
implemented meaningful suggestions 
to 10% per annum and transform 
govt services to become 100% 
electronic by the year 2011

Employee Participation 
and Engagement 
through Dc suggestions 
and Rewards scheme

300% increase in employee 
suggestions resulting in 
aED 104 million revenue 
and savings during the 
period 2004 – 2010

Fully integrated E-suggestion 
& Reward system linked to 
the Govt as per best practices

Focus on raising the human 
resources' satisfaction rate to reach 
80% by the end of the year 2011

Projects and activities for 
female Empowerment 
and Promoting Work Life 
balance

Launch of the Working 
mother’s award, Female 
committee activities and 
dedicated training for 
female employees

implement the  Working 
mother award during first 
quarter 2011
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continue to increase the suppliers 
and customer satisfaction rate to 
reach 85% by the end of 2011

customers and suppliers 
awareness on csR

Published the second 
annual sustainability Report 
complying to b+ level in 
accordance with the GRi 
standards

improve on the content, 
quality and impact of the 
reporting standard to achieve 
a+ level

increase partnership development 
initiatives/programs to reach 15 
initiative/program by the year 2011

Partnerships and 
associations with NGos

Partnership with the 
Emirates Environmental 
Group, Dar al bar, Dubai 
municipality and others for 
csR association

Expand partnership and 
membership network to uN 
Global compact, uNEP, GRi 
and other local & int’l bodies

achieve a strategic partners' 
satisfaction rate of 80% by the end 
of 2011

stakeholders 
engagement

shared sustainability Report 
with clients, suppliers 
and other stakeholders 
to obtain comments 
and improvement 
recommendations

Enhance the scope of 
stakeholders engagement 
to include the general 
community providing 
improvements
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plan area goal / objective and link to DC 
strategy activity / project achievement / progress 

(2010) Way forward
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5% rationalization of expenditures by 
the year 2011

Promote Paper use 
reduction and recycling 
of paper, metal, 
plastic and electronic 
equipments in Dc

collected and arranged 
recycling for paper, 
plastic and metal. Entered 
into partnership with 
the Dubai municipality 
to ensure disposal of 
recyclable computers and 
peripherals maintaining the 
environment

a comprehensive program on 
Recycling including paper, 
plastic, metal, computer, 
e-waste engaging volunteers 
as well as NGos and other 
stakeholders

increase the safety assurance levels 
for all residents, employees & visitors 
of the emirate by 25% by the year 
2011

Programs and activities 
related to beach, coast  
and land cleaning

15 employees from Dc 
volunteered during the 
clean up the world 
campaign collecting trash 
and waste. 25 employees 
volunteered during the 
coastal cleanup initiative

Expand the volunteer 
activities and initiate 
programs for promoting the 
culture of environment care

5% rationalization of expenditures by 
the year 2011

Program and initiatives 
on energy preservation 
and waste management

Participation in the 
international Earth Hour 
Day and saved 4684 kwh. 
installed light sensors to 
preserve electricity

improve on electricity 
and water saving through 
technological and behavioral 
measures
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increase the community satisfaction 
rate to reach 85% by the end of 2011

Engagement in 
community work and 
betterment of the society 
through short and long 
term programs and 
activities

sponsored students for 
little merchant program. 
Donated clothes and shoes 
through NGos. sponsored 
30 students for Quran 
memorizing program

improve and enhance Dc 
participation in community 
engagement activities through 
organized projects and events

increase awareness on the 
importance of Dc's role in protecting 
the local community & the 
environment by 10% by the year 
2011

Project on building and 
engaging community 
involvement specially 
targeted to the children

signed an agreement 
with Kidzania to have a 
pavilion of Dubai customs 
in their premises promoting 
awareness about customs 
and its role for the 
betterment of the society 
and economy

inauguration of the pavilion at 
Kidzania planned for the first 
quarter of 2011

Develop & implement 6 investment 
projects of innovative social and 
charitable nature by the year 2011

sustainable Philanthropy

sponsored on building 
a mosque in somalia. 
Distributed 2000 school 
bags for needy children.

improve standard of living 
for fisherman living in Dubai 
through training & facilities
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plan area goal / objective and link to DC 
strategy activity / project achievement / progress 

(2010) Way forward
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increase the community satisfaction 
rate to reach 85% by the end of 2011

activities related to care 
for People with special 
needs, poor & needy, 
older citizens and sick

Partnership with the 
community Development 
authority to recruit people 
with special Needs. Visits 
to thalessemia center, 
Pediatric centers, old 
Homes, Hospitals and 
centers for children with 
special needs. Distribution 
of 7 used Pcs to needy 
students

Dedicated projects to ensure 
volunteerism both internally 
and externally for community 
initiatives. support the food 
and nutrition for children of 
third world countries.

increase awareness on the 
importance of Dc's role in protecting 
the local community & the 
environment by 10% by the year 
2011

Programs on promoting 
csR awareness through 
knowledge sharing and 
participation

organized several 
Lectures, workshops and 
presentations through 
internal as well as external 
specialists for awareness of 
employees

specialized seminars and 
workshops to be organized as 
well as sponsored by Dc to 
promote csR in the region

increase the community satisfaction 
rate to reach 85% by the end of 2011

special activities during 
the month of Ramadan 
and other occasions

sponsored iftaar tent 
during the entire month of 
Ramadan breaking fast of 
over 750 people

organized programs during 
the holy month and other 
occasions
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1st Position Winners  
C S R  Arabia  Award  – 2010  

Large Organization Cate gory 
Among 12 Nations  

More than 100 companies  
E E G – UN  Global  Compact  

 

First Time Wi nners  
Most Women Friendly  

Employer – 2010 
Women in Leadership  Forum  
Abu D habi - Naseba Monaco  

 

Firs t Time Wi nners  
Most Women Friendly  

Employer – 2010 
Women in Leadership  Forum  
Abu D habi - Naseba Monaco  

 

 

Winner -  Productivity of the  
Year Category  

Ideas of the Year -20 10 
From  

IDE A S  A R A BI A  -  2010  
 

Winner –  Idea of the Year  
Competition –  2 010  

From  
IDE A S  -  U K   

 

 Appreciation from 
Emirates Thalessemia  

Society  in Recognitions to  
continuous support  

Thanks and Appreciation 
from Al Siddique center  

for participating in 
Children  religious 

education  

 

Appreciation and Thanks 
from the Rashid Pediatric  

Therapy Org anization  
F or support on programs 

for disabled a nd needy   
 

 

Memento on the occasion 
of Dubai Police Third 
Partners Fo r um  
In Recognition to   support  
and partnership on 
Community Initiatives   

Appreciation from the Higher 
National Security Counci l  of  
the U A E  for participating in  
the National Emergency and 
Cris i s Management  program   

 

Appreciation from the 
Ministry of I slamic  Affairs   
 For efforts and support on  
humanitarian activities and 

programs  
 

Appreciation and Thanks 
from Dar Al Bar  Society   

 For don ations and financial 
support for poor and needy   

 

Appreciation and Thanks 
from Dar Al Bar  Society   

 For donations and financial 
support for poor and needy   

 

awards and accreditation
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gri section Content page Disclosure 
level

strategy and analysis
1.1 statement from the Director General 5 Full

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities. 18 Full

organizational profile
2.1 Name of the organization cover Page Full

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services 7 Full

2.3 operational structure of the organization 15 Full

2.4 Location of organization's headquarters 8 Full

2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates uaE is the only 
country Full

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form 8, 12 Full

2.7 markets served 8, 12 Full

2.8 scale of the reporting organization 27 Full

2.9 significant changes during the reporting period 15 Full

2.10 awards received in the reporting period 49 Full

report parameters

3.1 Reporting period for information provided. 58 Full

3.2 Date of most recent previous report 58 Full

3.3 Reporting cycle 58 Full

3.4 contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents. 58 Full

3.5 Process for defining report content. 58 Full

3.6 boundary of the report 58 Full

3.7 state any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report 58 Full

3.8 basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, etc. No joint 
venture Full

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations 58 Full

3.10
Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier 
reports

No re-
statements Full

3.11 significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope No significant 
changes Full

GRi iNDEX - sustainability report Content
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3.12 table identifying the location of the standard Disclosures in the report. 50 Full

3.13
Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the 
report. 

58 Full

governance, Commitments, and engagement

4.1 Governance structure of the organization 13 to 19 Full

4.2 indicate whether the chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer 12 Full

4.3
state the number of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/
or non-executive members.

No such 
arrangement Full

4.4
mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to 
the highest governance body. 

23 to 26 Full

4.5
Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body, senior 
managers, and executives and the organization's performance 

13 to 19 Full

4.6
Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are 
avoided.

13 to 19 Full

4.7
Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of the members of the highest 
governance body for guiding the organization's strategy on economic, environmental, and 
social topics.

13 to 19 Full

4.8
internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles 
relevant to economic, environmental, and social performance

19 Full

4.9
Procedures of highest governance body for overseeing the organization's identification & 
management of economic, environmental & social performance

13 to 19 Full

4.10
Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own performance, particularly 
with respect to economic, environmental, and social performance.

19 to 21 Full

4.11
Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by 
the organization. 

13 to 19 Full

4.12
Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or other 
initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses. 

13 Full

4.13 memberships in associations and/or national/international advocacy organizations No such 
membership Full

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization. 23 Full

4.15 basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage. 23, 24 Full
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4.16 approaches to stakeholder engagement 23 to 26 Full

4.17
Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and 
how the organization has responded to those key topics and concerns, including through 
its reporting.

23 to 26 Full

Management approach
Dma 
Ec

Disclosure on management approach Ec 27 Partial

Dma 
EN

Disclosure on management approach EN 42 to 44 Partial

Dma La Disclosure on management approach La 36 to 41 Full

Dma 
HR

Disclosure on management approach HR 36 to 41 Full

Dma 
so

Disclosure on management approach so 31 to 35 Full

Dma 
PR

Disclosure on management approach PR 28, 29 Full

performance indicators

economic

Ec1 core

Direct economic value generated & distributed, including revenues, 
operating costs, employee compensation, donations & other 
community investments, retained earnings, and payments to capital 
providers and governments.

27 Full

Ec2 core
Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the 
organization's activities due to climate change. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

Ec3 core coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan obligations. Does not exist Not 
Reported

Ec4 core significant financial assistance received from government. confidential Not 
Reported

Ec5 additional
Range of ratios of standard entry level wage compared to local 
minimum wage at significant locations of operation.

Does not exist Not 
Reported

Ec6 core
Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based 
suppliers at significant locations of operation. 

27 Full

Ec7 core
Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management 
hired from the local community at significant locations of operation. 

27, 28 Full

Ec8 core
Development & impact of infrastructure investments and services 
provided primarily for public benefit 

Does not exist Not 
Reported
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Ec9 additional
understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, 
including the extent of impacts. 

27 Partial

environmental

EN1 core materials used by weight or volume. service 
organization Full

EN2 core Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials. 43 Partial

EN3 core Direct energy consumption by primary energy source. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN4 core indirect energy consumption by primary source. 43 Full

EN5 additional Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements. 43 Partial

EN6 additional
initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based 
products & services, & reductions in energy requirements as a result 
of these initiatives. 

42, 43 Partial

EN7 additional
initiatives reduce indirect energy consumption & reductions 
achieved. 

42, 43 Partial

EN8 core total water withdrawal by source. 43 Full

EN9 additional Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water. only purchased 
water Full

EN10 additional Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN11 core
Location & size of land owned, leased, managed in or adjacent to 
protected areas & of high biodiversity value outside protected areas

Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN12 core
Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services 
on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value 
outside protected areas. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN13 additional Habitats protected or restored. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN14 additional
strategies, current actions, & future plans for managing impacts on 
biodiversity.

Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN15 additional
Number of iucN Red List species and national conservation list 
species with habitats in areas affected by operations 

No such area Full

EN16 core total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN17 core other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN18 additional
initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions & reductions 
achieved.

Does not exist Not 
Reported
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EN19 core Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN20 core Nox, sox, and other significant air emissions by type and weight. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN21 core total water discharge by quality and destination. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN22 core total weight of waste by type and disposal method. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN23 core total number and volume of significant spills. Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN24 additional

Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste 
deemed hazardous under the terms of the basel convention annex 
i, ii, iii, and Viii, and percentage of transported waste shipped 
internationally. 

No such 
transportation Full

EN25 additional
identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water 
bodies and related habitats significantly affected by the reporting 
organization's discharges of water and runoff. 

No water 
discharge Full

EN26 core
initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and 
services, and extent of impact mitigation.

Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN27 core
Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are 
reclaimed by category. 

service 
organization Full

EN28 core
monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary 
sanctions for non-compliance with environmental laws & regulations. 

No such fines Full

EN29 additional
significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other 
goods and materials used for the organization's operations, and 
transporting members of the workforce. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

EN30 additional
total environmental protection expenditures and investments by 
type.

Does not exist Not 
Reported

social: labor practices and Decent Work

La1 core
total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and 
region. 

8, 38 Partial

La2 core
total number & rate of employee turnover by age group, gender & 
region. 

38 Partial

La3 additional
benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees, by major operations. 

38 Partial

La4 core
Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining 
agreements.

No cba Full

La5 core
minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, 
including whether it is specified in collective agreements. 

on line 
employee 
handbook

Full
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La6 additional
Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint 
management-worker health and safety committees that help monitor 
& advise on occupational health and safety programs. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

La7 core
Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, 
and number of work-related fatalities by region.

Does not exist Not 
Reported

La8 core
Education, training, counselling, prevention, & risk-control programs 
in place to assist workforce members, their families, or community 
members regarding serious diseases.

38 Full

La9 additional H&s topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions. Does not exist Not 
Reported

La10 core
average hours of training per year per employee by employee 
category. 

38 Partial

La11 additional
Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support 
the continued employability of employees and assist them in 
managing career endings. 

38 Full

La12 additional
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career 
development reviews.

38 Full

La13 core
composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees 
per category according to gender, age group, minority group 
membership, and other indicators of diversity.

38 Partial

La14 core Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category. confidential Not 
Reported

social: Human rights 

HR1 core
Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements 
that include human rights clauses or have undergone human rights 
screening. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

HR2 core
Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have 
undergone screening on human rights and actions taken. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

HR3 additional
total hours of employee training on policies and procedures 
concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations, 
including the percentage of employees trained. 

38 Full

HR4 core total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken. No such 
incidents Full

HR5 core
operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom of 
association and collective bargaining may be at significant risk, and 
actions taken to support these rights. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported
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HR6 core
operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child 
labor, & measures taken to contribute to the elimination of child 
labor. 

36, 37 Full

HR7 core
operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced 
or compulsory labor, and measures to contribute to the elimination of 
forced or compulsory labor. 

36, 37 Full

HR8 additional
Percentage of security personnel trained in organization's policies 
or procedures concerning aspects of human rights relevant to 
operations. 

37 Full

HR9 additional
total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous 
people and actions taken.

36 Full

social: society

so1 core
Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any programs and practices 
that assess and manage the impacts of operations on communities, 
including entering, operating, and exiting. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

so2 core
Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks 
related to corruption. 

confidential Not 
Reported

so3 core
Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption 
policies and procedures. 

38 Full

so4 core actions taken in response to incidents of corruption. 32 Full

so5 core
Public policy positions and participation in public policy development 
and lobbying. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

so6 additional
total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, 
politicians, and related institutions by country.

operations in 
uaE only Full

so7 additional
total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-
trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes. 

No such legal 
actions Full

so8 core
monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary 
sanctions for non-compliance with laws and regulations. 

No such fines Full

social: product responsibility 

PR1 core
Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and 
services are assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant 
products and services categories subject to such procedures. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported 
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PR2 additional
total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of products 
and services during their life cycle, by type of outcomes. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

PR3 core
type of product and service information required by procedures 
and percentage of significant products and services subject to such 
information requirements. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

PR4 additional
total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning product and service information and 
labelling, by type of outcomes. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

PR5 additional
Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of 
surveys measuring customer satisfaction. 

28 to 29 Full

PR6 core
Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes 
related to marketing communications, including advertising, 
promotion, and sponsorship. 

Does not exist Not 
Reported

PR7 additional
total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning marketing communications, including 
advertising, promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes. 

No such case Full

PR8 additional
total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of 
customer privacy and losses of customer data. 

No such 
complaint Full

PR9 core
monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws 
and regulations concerning the provision and use of products and 
services. 

No such case Full

We declare that our 2010 reporting qualifies for the GRi “b” application level requirement in accordance
with the criteria table below
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this is Dc’s third annual sustainability report, covering 2010 per-
formance with comparable data for 2008 - 2009 wherever possi-
ble. Ensuring the best content for our sustainability reporting, we 
have determined our priority sustainability issues using a process 
consistent with the Global Reporting initiative’s (GRi) G3 Guide-
lines. in continuation to previous reports of 2008 and 2009, our 
annual reporting cycle follow these basic principles:

report Content
Dc has applied the Global Reporting initiative (GRi) G3 guidelines to de-
fine the contents and inclusions of this report. in addition, reference has 
also been made to the previous annual sustainability Reports prepared 
for the years 2008 and 2009 to ensure determine priorities and ensure 
consistency. a detailed content index as well as the GRi index is an inte-
gral part of this report.

reporting boundaries
Dubai customs has 24 offices (including the headquarters) which are all 
located in the uaE and it has no other operations outside the uaE. the 
data and information in this report covers all of the operations of Dubai 
customs at all locations in the uaE.

Materiality
We have attempted to cover the most critical topics and issues re-
flecting Dc’s significant economic, environmental, and social im-
pacts and/or that would substantively influence the assessments 
and decisions of key stakeholders. We have not prioritized these 
issues per se but we have indicated their approximate position on 
materiality basis.

stakeholder inclusiveness
We have identified our key stakeholders and have outlined how 
we engage them, our understanding of their interests and expec-
tations, and how we have responded.

sustainability Context
We considered our sustainability context, particularly the regional, 
local and sectoral contexts in which we operate, while also taking 
into account global trends towards sustainability.

Completeness
We believe this report scope, boundary and time to represent a 
complete view of our sustainability performance, with the excep-
tion of our financial performance as noted in the exceptions be-

low. We will continually review the completeness of our reporting 
over time based on feedback and circumstances. there are no 
other omissions from this report that would impact principles of 
materiality or completeness.

balance 
We have attempted to disclose our performance numbers trans-
parently and in a balanced matter regardless of our performance. 
sustainability is a journey – in areas in which we have actively 
managed we are proud of our solid performance, while on newer 
issues our performance still requires significant improvement.

accuracy
We have been as accurate as our data and current information 
tracking would allow. We provide explanation of data collection 
techniques where important to do so.

timeliness
the report, including performance up until end 2010, has been 
released in Q1 of 2011. Dc is committed to publicly update its 
sustainability performance on an annual basis.

Clarity
this report will be available online as well in a print version. We 
have aimed to present the data in plain and concise language, 
recognizing that the concept is still new to the region.

reporting limitations
being a sensitive government organization, Dubai customs does 
not publicly declare its financial performance completely, except 
in confidentiality to appropriate authorities as required by law. We 
do include a very limited amount of financial data in this report.

reliability 
We have attempted to track and collect data in this report in a way 
that is auditable. We have identified means of improvement for fu-
ture data collection. We also aim to invite stakeholders to provide 
feedback on the report to improve future reporting. therefore, 
we encourage all our stakeholders to visit our website www.du-
baicustoms.ae to view the report online, as we refrained printing 
the report in masses out of our commitment for environmental 
conservation. 

reporting PRocEss
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for your valuable views, comments and feedback
please contact:

Mr. rehan uddin
csR Expert, community affairs & Government Partnership
Dubai customs
P.o box 63, Dubai, uaE
oR E-mail: Rehan.uddin@dubaicustoms.ae
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iteM Definition

accountability

the principle those individuals, organisations and the community are required to account to others for their actions. 
organisations and their employees must be able to account to appropriate regulatory authorities, to shareholders or 
members and to the public to meet statutory obligations, audit requirements, relevant standards and codes of practice, 
and community expectations.

benchmarking
comparison of environmental and social management processes, performance and reporting. benchmarking can be 
used to provide detailed comparisons of operating divisions within a company or companies within a particular sector. 

business ethics the critical, structured examination of how people & institutions should behave in the organization

Child
any person age less than 15 years, unless local minimum age law stipulates a higher age for work or mandatory 
schooling, in which case the higher age apply. However, if local law is set at 14 years in accordance with developing-
country exceptions under iLo convention 138, the lower age will apply.

Child labour
any work by a child younger than the age(s) specified in the above definition of a child, except as provided for by iLo 
Recommendation 146.

Code of Conduct Formal statement of the values and business practices of a company and sometimes its suppliers. 

Corporate governance
a system that direct & control businesses by a set of relationships between a company’s management, its board, its 
shareholders & other stakeholders. 

Csr or Cr (Corporate 
social responsibility)

When companies integrate social & environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interaction with 
their stakeholders on a voluntary basis. 

Customs Declarations a statement declaring goods brought into a country on which customs duty is to be paid

forced labour
all work or service that is extracted from any person under the menace of any penalty for which said person has not 
offered him/herself voluntarily or for which such work or service is demanded as a means of repayment of debt.

governance
term that refers broadly to the rules, processes, or laws by which businesses are operated, regulated, and controlled. 
the term can refer to internal factors defined by the officers, stakeholders or constitution of the organization, as well as 
to external forces such as clients,  suppliers and government regulations

Health and safety 
policy

a statement of an organisation’s strategy for achieving a safe and healthy working environment and the responsibility, 
organisation and arrangements for pursuing and implementing the strategy.

iso 14001 an international environmental management standard developed by the international organisation of standardisation. 

Key performance 
indicator

a statistical measure (quantitative or qualitative) of how well an organisation is doing. 

legitimate complying with the law, having official status defined by law, complying with recognized rules, standards, or traditions

Monitoring the process of regularly collecting information to check performance against certain criteria.

non-Compliance Failure or refusal to conform to or follow rules, regulations, or the policies and procedures

GLossaRY
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iteM Definition

oHsas 18001
an assessment specification for occupational Health and safety management systems. it was developed in response 
to the need for companies to meet their health and safety obligations in an efficient manner.

partnership
both a strategy and a formal relationship between organisations that engenders cooperation for the benefit of both 
parties. 

reform and 
Modernization program

seeks to develop customs processes, procedures and technology. the commitment to integrating innovation and 
technology to ensure the best possible level of service and compli ance with regulatory responsibilities

risk Management
introducing of change or control measures with the intention of eliminating or bringing the level of risk associated with 
a hazard within acceptable limits.

social accountability 
8000
(sa 8000)

an initiative by social accountability international (sai), a body created out of the council on Economic Priorities 
accreditation agency (cEPaa). its objective is to ensure ethical sourcing of goods and services. sa8000 is a voluntary 
standard and can be applied to any size of organisation across all industries. the standard can replace or augment 
company specific social accountability codes. sa8000 sets basic standards for: child labour, forced labour, health & 
safety, freedom of association & right to collective bargaining, discrimination, disciplinary practices, working hours, 
remuneration & management systems.

stakeholder
an individual, community or organisation that affects or is affected by some of an organisation’s products, operations, 
markets, industries, and outcomes. 

supply Chain
the movement of materials as they flow from their source to the end customer. supply chain includes purchasing, 
manufacturing, warehousing, transportation, customer service, demand planning , supply planning and supply chain 
management

sustainability Developments that meet present needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs

training
a process that aims at improving knowledge, skills, attitudes, and/or behaviours in a person so that he/she will be 
able to accomplish a specific job task or goal. training is often focused on business needs and driven by time-critical 
business skills and knowledge. its goal is often to improve performance.

WCo World customs organization

Work Culture
a combination of qualities in an organization and its employees that arise from what is generally regarded as appropriate 
ways to think and act

Work life balance
term used to explain the balance that is achieved between the work and personal life. it encompasses dedication 
and accomplishment of one’s professional working time without compromising the importance of personal life, health, 
society and repsonsibilities

Workforce Diversity
the similarities and differences in such characteristics as age, gender, ethnic heritage, physical abilities and disabilities, 
race, and sexual orientation among the employees of organisations.

Wto World trade organization
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